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Optoma Themescene’s astonishing HD82 Full HD projector delivers a truly 

astounding cinematic experience.

Watford, UK | February, 2009 | Optoma®, the award-winning manufacturer of digital projection 
and display devices, introduce the stunning all-new HD82 Full HD 1080P Home Cinema 
Projector.  

The HD82 Full HD projector brings a paradigm shift to the Home Cinema market. Next-
generation motion control video processing  results in amazingly smooth HD playback delivering
a truly astounding cinematic experience. New and revolutionary PureEngine™ and 
PureMotion™ technologies utilising advanced Frame Insertion technology create the clearest 
and sharpest ever 1080P high speed action pictures combined with the purest, deepest colours
in a sleek and elegant design.

Powered by Texas Instruments’ DLP® DarkChip3™ DMD Technology, HD82 is engineered with
the most demanding home cinema enthusiasts in mind. Offering not only an improved 20,000:1 
DynamicBlack™ contrast ratio but industry leading 680:1 ANSI Contrast* ratio too.  Today, 
only Optoma commits  to publishing its  ANSI contrast level and guarantees colour fidelity with 
its exclusive 5 year colour warranty. 

HD82 integrates a host of features to simplify the installation process.  The projector’s generous 
1.5x zoom lens is located centrally and coupled with Optoma’s PureShift technology, gives 
greater installation options by allowing the image to be shifted vertically and horizontally, while 
keeping the entire image in the optical sweet spot, thus improving uniformity for the entire 
image.  
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A perfect fit for any home entertainment environment, the HD82 offers easy connectivity to most 
devices, including high definition DVD players, gaming systems, satellite, personal computers 
and cable, with two HDMI v1.3 with Deep Colour inputs and DVI w/HDCP, S-Video, component 
video RS-232, and +12V trigger and IR receiver.  

Lastly, the projector incorporates more efficient cooling technologies keeping the fantastic 
looking projector whisper-quiet during operation.  

The suggested retail price for the HD82 is £2999 (inc tax).

*(ANSI Contrast is a documented, reproducible procedure that can be used to compare the contrast performance of 
projectors using different display technologies).

Press images and brochure available here:  
ThemeScene HD82 Images and Brochure

About Optoma www.optomaeurope.com
Optoma is a world leading designer and manufacturer of award-winning projectors for business,
education, professional audio/video and home entertainment, with comprehensive ranges to
exceed the expectations of every user.
Optoma's innovative products are carefully crafted to deliver crystal clear images of unrivalled
quality by incorporating the latest DLP® technology from Texas Instruments, together with
advanced optical engineering expertise and dedication to superb product quality, Optoma has a
special approach to customer service.
The Optoma Group has continental headquarters in Europe, the USA and Asia; whilst Optoma
Europe Ltd, based in London, covers Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA), delivering local
services from regional offices in Germany, France and Norway..
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